
SHOP NOW! 
spuelboy.de 
phone: +49 202 695320

Welcome to the NU® world!

Welcome to the next generation! It´s time for a cool design and 
even more performance – SPÜLBOY NU® provides all well 
known SPÜLBOY® advantages and an inspiring hygienic design.  

One device, the solution: Sustainability at it´s best!



The NU®generation

Hygienic Design
Sealed construction, 
with no corners, edges  
or indentations.

Quality
100% made in Germany!
Dispenses with many
individual and spare 
parts. In need just 
change the brushes.

100% fl exible
Convinces as a standard
version, portable device
and as custom made
built-in.

DIMENSIONS

No event
without NU®

The robust & 
easy-care 

all-rounder
Less space? One sink 
only? NU® can be built 
in easily. Just create a 
cutting out with the 
help of our template 
and hang in the NU®.

BUILT-INSTANDARD
Robust construction, 
quick connection, 
perfect performance. 

And on top: 
simpliest maintenance. 

All over ready for 
use – without sink! 
Just place the drain 
hose to the water 
outlet and wash 
independently.

PORTABLE

CLEANS ALL TYPES 
OF GLASSES!

DIN EN ISO 9001:2015
company certifi cation

DIN 6653-3
device certifi cation

100% HYGIENE
tested by independent institutes



PUSH THE BUTTON! 
HERE COMES THE NU® WATER +

All over ready for 
use – without sink! 

Just place the drain hose 
to the water outlet and 
wash independently.

WATER+ PORTABLE
Less space? One sink 
only? NU® can be built 
in easily. Just create a 
cutting out with the 
help of our template 
and hang in the NU®.

BUILT-IN
Ready to go! 
Glass washing table 
with foldable legs. Fits 
perfectly for every event.

PICKUP

compatible for trunks

Always
use the

original!

 tested by independent institutes

legally & offi cially impeccable

Push the button! 
Just practically: for first-time filling in the morning, 
after cleaning or whenfresh water needs to be 
replenished quickly during intensive operation.

Extra fresh water

100% fl exible
Convinces as a standard
version, portable device,
custom made built-in
and as mobile glass
washing table.

Push the button! 
Praktisch zur morgendlichen Erstbefüllung, 
nach der Reinigung oder auch, wenn im 
intensiven Betrieb rasch frisches Wasser 
nachgefüllt werden muss.



NU® pro Iceblue
ANTIMICROBIAL PROTECTION

No events without the NU® pro Iceblue!
Optimal for every event – your customers will love 
our elegant catering counter, where you can clean 
glasses and tap your beer simultaneously.

NU on Tour®

Robust construction, 
quick connection, 
perfect performance. 

And on top: 
simpliest maintenance. 

NU® pro Iceblue
All over ready for 
use – without sink! 

Just place the drain hose 
to the water outlet and 
wash independently.

NU® pro Iceblue PORTABLE
Less space? One sink 
only? NU® pro Iceblue 
can be built in easily. 
Just create a cutting 
out with the help of our 
template and hang in 
the NU®. 

NU® pro Iceblue EINBAU

Antimicrobial
protection
Highly effective 
against viruses, fungi 
and bacteria.

Fine sieve
For optimal 
filtering 
of fresh water.

Hybrid 
back-flow
preventer 
For a guaranteed
water separation.



fresh
water

rinse

cooling cleaningcooling cleaning

No1 of manual 
glasswashers!

Best engineering

GUARANTEED,
PATENTED,
CERTIFIED! 

Our claim
100% HYGIENICALLY CLEANING 100% PIONEERING SUSTAINABILITY

Cleaning and cooling
Our head valve guarantees perfect freshwater 
circulation through the inside of the glass.

Along with the fact that the glass is still wet 
after cleaning, the head valve also allows the 
glasses to cool down before being held under 
the next tap.

Double rinsing power
Our rinsing mechanism allows an all-around 
hygiene for your glasses. 

The flexible telescope rinsing accommodates 
an easy and elegant way of cleaning of glasses, 
including the stem and base. Ideal for glasses 
with a handle and jugs.

Unique
With every application of the rinsing 
mechanism, an automatic refill 
of freshwater is set into motion in 
the pre-rinse pot, guaranteeing 
a constant freshwater circulation.

 PRE-WASHING 

1 Use original SPÜLBOY® glass 
 washing tablets in the brush pot.

2 Move the glass completely over   
 the brush at least 3-5 times with 
 rapid up and down movements. 
 Don‘t turn!

CLEAR-RINSING

3 Allow draining over the pre-wash 
 pot before rinsing thoroughly from 
 the in- and outside for 2-3 seconds.

4 Daily cleanse of the brushes as 
 well as the device itself guarantees   
 hygienic cleaning of your glasses. 

  
Safe cleaning.

 - manual rinsing of all types of glasses with cold water
 - fast and highly efficient brush cleaning 
 - 100% proven to deliver hygienic cleaning results 

  
Clean & simple.

 - short distances due to direct availability at any location
 - transportable and space-saving
 - easy commissioning and performance

  
Save the planet.

 - environmentally and resource-friendly cleaning without electricity
 - 100% cleanliness with minimum use of fresh water
 - highly effective and biodegradable tablets

  
Save smart.

 - up to 80% cost savings compared to glasswashers
 - gentle on glasses and decor
 - low detergent consumption



Big plus! The SPÜLBOY ® add ons

Change the brushes periodically
for best hygiene. 

“Save the Taste!”  
This is our international aim, especially when it comes to beer: perfect pleasure 
“from the keg to the glass”. SPÜLBOY® is an indispensable part of this quality chain
and is worldwide appreciated by breweries and restaurateurs. SPÜLBOY® is setting
standards for all bar areas because only hygienic, crystal clear glasses guarantee 
the unique taste. 

Your beer deserves it. And your customers will love it.

Mehr unter www.spuelboy.de 
Or contact us by phone directly +49 202 69532-0

BRUSH
SET

Sustained, environmental friendly 
and biodegradable. The original 
SPÜLBOY®glass washing tablets. 

GLASS WASHING 
TABS
glass washing tablets. 

GLASS WASHING 

All-in: All you need to 
start directly.

BUNDLE

The perfect addition to the tabs.
Together unbeatable clean

BRUSH
SANITIZER

The new generation of brushes
with Sanitized® hygiene function. 
Fits for all NU® devices. 

BRUSH SET

ANTIMICROBIAL

 PROTECTION

Connect every SPÜLBOY® 

easy clix and fast

   EASY CLIX®

100% Hygiene

CLIX

Schäfer Produkte GmbH
Simonshöfchen 53
42327 Wuppertal/Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 202 695 32-0
E-Mail: info@spuelboy.de

www.spuelboy.de


